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EDITOR’S LETTER

Digital,
Social
Media
and Native
Marketing
Dmitry Greku, M. Sc., Editor and Publisher - BiziNet Magazine

We go to networking events, send email blasts,
make speeches at seminars, send “thank you”
gifts to our new clients, post something on
Facebook or LinkedIn… this is all marketing. A
lot of words have been said about the subject,
thousands of seminars ran, millions of dollars
spent on social media campaigns.
Is there the One place where it all can be done?
BiziNet is a Media/Marketing Platform created
for the needs of SMEs and correspond
their financial abilities. It was designed and
developed to make you, your skills and
knowledge, and your brand better known
to your potential clients and to your existing
clientele. Our platform allows your business to
have its own section on BiziNet, you and your
business to be introduced to BiziNetwork via
networking events.
BiziNet Digital and BiziNet magazine take your
business beyond your circle. Your articles,
products and services are promoted via
Facebook and LinkedIn. There is now a new
opportunity to promote via professionally
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“Why things are hard?”
Kung Fu Panda, Action/Adventure Character
There is the one and only essential goal in
the execution of any business marketing and
media activities – making a business better
visible. An improvement in visibility should
bring any business to a position which makes
it that it’s bit taller than the competition, makes
more sales and possibly even brings the
business into a status as an Authority in the
industry. These are the expected results of any
successful marketing campaign.

Editor and Publisher:
Dmitry Greku

Executive Officer:
Daniel Moisyeyev

structured and planned marketing campaigns
with Outbrain and Taboola.
BiziNet Embed is one of our exciting new
digital developments. We all know that Google
and other search engines like well linked online
applications and websites - BiziNet is offering
precisely this via BiziNet Embed.
All of the articles of BiziNet contributors are
currently published online in contributors’
own sections. Each article is published on its
own Landing Page together with contributor’s
contact details, links to websites, social media
applications and video content. With BiziNet
Embed our contributors receive a special code
which allows contributor’s articles to be placed
on their website in the same format as they
are published, structured and presented on
BiziNet. There is no need for the contributor to
update, design or do anything at all after the
code is embedded into their website.

BiziNet Magazine is published by
BiziNet Pty Ltd
ABN: 76 620 577 184
www.bizinetmedia.com.au
Printing:
Heroprint
Postal Address:
PO Box 7519 Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
Australia
Advertising Enquiries:
p | 1300 889 132 (Australia)
e | bizinet@bizinet.net.au
w | www.bizinet.net.au

Talk to us. We’ll assist you with planning,
designing and development, as well as
execution of your digital marketing campaign

Copyright BiziNet Pty Ltd 2018.

e | editor@bizinet.net.au

The opinions expressed in this journal do not necessarily reflect and
are not to be regarded as the official opinion of the editor, publisher or
their agents. All information contained within this journal is provided
for general information purposes only and on the understanding that
none of the content herein constitutes professional advice. The editor,
publisher or their agents accept no responsibility for any claim,
loss or damages arising out of or in connection with any materials
contained in this journal. Readers should not rely on the publications
in the journal and seek appropriate professional advice in respect of
their own circumstances.
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Traditional After Hours + Exclusive Private Boardroom Lunches
Guest Speaking Opportunities for Members

22 February 5.30pm
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Introducing
Our Contributors

Bruce Gleeson

Steven Brown

Chris Underwood John Howard

Bruce Gleeson is a Registered
Liquidator and Registered
Bankruptcy Trustee with
approximately 20 years
experience in assisting SMEs
and individuals in financial
crisis. He is a Director of
Jones Partners Chartered
Accountants. As an Insolvency
Practitioner he believes it is vital
that stakeholders (particularly
directors and individuals) get
the right advice from qualified
professionals on the options
available to them. Bruce is
passionate to ensure that
directors / individuals throughout
the Greater Western Sydney
area have access to quality
advice and solutions.

Steven Brown founded Etienne
Lawyers in 2003. They are
best described as having an
‘International Reach with Small
Firm Personal Service’.

Chris Underwood is the
Managing Director of
Underwood Jewellers. He
began in business as a jeweller
when he was 19 years old and
never looked back. A creative
flare for designing and crafting
quality jewellery is the basis
for what quickly became a
one-on-one custom service.
Further specialization in preowned jewellery and valuation
services sets the business apart.
“Whether customers are looking
for a gift, a specially designed
piece, a repair or valuation, we
like to take the time to listen and
explore the best way to help
them.” Underwood Jewellers
complements a range of
services and original collections
with popular, world-class brands
including PANDORA, THOMAS
SABO, HUGO BOSS and others.

With qualifications from Sydney
and Macquarie Universities,
Steven has gone on to have
over 30 years in the law. With his
own practice and a passion to
help others succeed, Steven is a
total professional, informing and
educating along the way.
Steven specialises in all aspects
of helping businesses to stay out
of trouble and grow. He enjoys
the cut and thrust of litigation
and is a balanced negotiator for
all alternative dispute resolution
methods.

John started his adult career in
the role of mechanical engineer.
The previous disciplines and
problem solving aspects of his
engineering career held him in
good stead to switch careers.
After hard study and practice
he set up his first business
‘Spreadsheet Modelling
Systems’, later expanding
into higher end Business
Intelligence with the new name
‘Smoothstream Business
Intelligence’, aimed at the SME
business sector.
With new invigorating passion
John is now challenging the
status quo of business software.

CUSTOMISED
REPORTING TAILORED
TO YOUR BUSINESS
TM

Business Analytics - Faster, Easier, Smarter

jonespartners.bizinet.com.au

etiennelawyers.bizinet.com.au

Bruce Gleeson
p | 02 9894 9966
www.jonespartners.net.au

Steven Brown
p | 02 8845 2400
www.etiennelawyers.com
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Chris Underwood
p | 02 9689 1022
www.uj.com.au

smoothstream.bizinet.com.au

John Howard
p | 02 9871 4484
www.smoothstream.com.au

Bella Vista
Business
Alliance BAH

Riverside
Chamber of
Commerce

Business
Exceleration
Conference

Promoting, connecting and advocating for the
business communities of Ryde,
Macquarie Park and surrounding regions

Riverside Business Chamber (formerly Ryde Business Forum and Ryde Macquarie Park Chamber
of Commerce) is the voice of business in Sydney’s northern districts.

As our region’s largest Chamber we can offer you more opportunities to meet with potential
business partners, strong advocacy to all three levels of government on vital issues such as
traffic and transport and other infrastructure, access to NSW Business Chamber products and
services and much more.
Our goal is to see your business grow. We know your share that goal. Join us and let’s work

When:

22 February 2018

5:30 - 7:30pm
Where:

The Hills Shire

together on success.

14 March 2018

When:
8 March 2018
riversidechamber.com.au

When:

7:00 - 8:30am

8:00am - 4:30pm

Where:

The Mission Inn

Where:

Waterview in

Council

Hotel and Spa

Bicentennial Park

Cost: $50

Cost: $40

Cost: $97

bellavistabusinessalliance.com.au

riverside-chamber.com

maxmyprofit.com.au/vip-event

Council's
Business Visit
Program

CEBIT
Australia

BVBA
CEO Lunch

15-17 May 2018

The Business Visits program

When:

offers businesses a FREE

1:00 - 3:00pm

visit with a member of

Where:

Council's Economic

Baulkham Hills

Darling Harbour

Development team.

Cost: $120

Cost: FREE

thehills.nsw.gov.au

bellavistabusinessalliance.com.au

www.cebit.com.au

15 March 2018

The Hills Lodge

When:

Where:

International

Convention Centre Sydney,
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GREAT AUSTRALIAN PEOPLE

THE STRONG ARM
OF SMALL BUSINESS
by Ben Mackie
Peter Strong has been Executive
Director and then CEO of COSBOA
(the Council of Small Business
Australia) since May 2010. He is a
key voice in the Australian business
community and has established a
reputation as a voice of reason when
public policy is being discussed and
developed. He is also known for being
tough when needed, outspoken and
challenging on key issues and being
independent of political parties.

Until recently, Peter also owned a bookshop
in Canberra and based the headquarters of
COSBOA in the store itself. As an alternative
bookshop with attitude behind it, the
premises soon became a popular place to
meet. Prime Ministers and senior ministers
would come in and visit Peter in the store
and he saw this as a very good thing. He
wanted to be different from the big business
associations within their high-rise offices.
But just basing the headquarters in a small
business wasn’t going to change things.
“When I took over the job I sat down with
the COSBOA board and assessed where
we were at, what success had we achieved

and what more could we do? We agreed that
over the last twenty years the small business
community had actually gone backwards. We
had more red tape* to deal with including the
GST, superannuation collection and mounting
regulations on financing, tax and workplace
relations. There was more complexity for
businesses and economic policy favoured
big businesses. There was also a lack of
respect from most regulators. I think we can
safely say that has now changed. There have
been major improvements in competition
policy, in B2B contract law, the approach to
workplace relations and we have seen the
establishment of the federal Small Business
and Family Enterprise Ombudsman. There

have been other positive changes but of
course we can never stop and must always
seek positive change.”
Peter believes that regulators and the
business community should be on the same
team. “We all want people to follow the rules,
we all want the rules to make sense and we
all want the rules to be easy to follow. We
have now convinced most regulators that
running a small business is 80% process and
communication. If a policy maker has a good
idea but can’t communicate it, it’s a waste
of time. If a process is difficult or complex
then it will fail. It is also good to see most
regulators acknowledging that the great
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majority of business people follow the rules,
it is only the minority that get it wrong. We
work with the regulators to find the minority
who give the rest a bad name.”
COSBOA is consulted regularly on policy
matters and the lot of small business has
definitely improved. Peter is adamant that
achieving these changes would not be
possible without support from members
“which I received in measurable amounts”. He
highlights several attempts to gag COSBOA
and in one case have him sacked coming
from both main political parties and the
essential nature of the support he received
from the membership to counter these
attacks. “COSBOA is sometimes seen as a
one-man band, me, but in reality I wouldn’t
be there without the support of the board
and members. In the end an organisation
is only as good as its membership and our
membership is exceptional.”
Peter highlights that the change in approach
from COSBOA was built on the fact that a
small business is actually a person. Strange
as it might seem, he found that most policy
makers had either forgotten that fact or just
ignored it. As a result, policy and processes
were designed around the needs of big
business who have resources and experts
to complete complicated tasks. So, Peter
started using the terms the small business
person or small business people. He would
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challenge those in power by asking ‘how can
a person do all the tasks you have demanded
from them? When will they get time with their
families? How is it even possible for one
person to know all this?
He recalls, “Early in my role I knew that to
be influential we had to have a strong media
presence. We also wanted to be different and
not sing from the same hymn sheet as the
other associations. I can’t remember ever
knocking back a call from media – if you want
to be influential, you can’t say ‘No’. I have
found that the media people are in the main
like small business people; honest, hardworking and good to work with. I found being
honest and direct was, like in most things,
the best approach and it seems to have
worked very well.”
From early on, Peter realised he was
representing people – so he adopted an onthe-front-foot approach towards the cause
he was entrusted with:
“I wouldn’t step back. If somebody said
something that I believed was wrong, that
was insulting to a small business person or
ignorant of their needs, I’d challenge them.
I’d tell them they’re wrong and tell them why.
A great example of this is the superannuation
collection process where employers are
obliged to manage the collection process and
send employees superannuation payments
to funds or to a government based clearing

Peter makes a po
int during
his first Nationa
l Press Club
address in 2012

house. It is a nuisance and employers should
not be involved in this process. When I’d go
along to meetings to discuss superannuation
policy and process, there’d be 20 or 30
people around a table, and they’d all talk
about how important super is (which it is).
I would challenge them ‘There’s only one
person in this room who doesn’t get paid for
the work they do in super – me. I’ve got to do
it in my own time or I’ve got to pay somebody
else to do it. There’s only one person in this
room who can get fined for not doing their
job, and that’s me. Everybody else here gets
paid and cannot get fined. The system is a
scam on small business employers, so you’re
ripping us off!’ They initially didn’t like these
comments, but I believe they now understand
the system needs fixing. Whether they fix it or
not is another thing.”
In his role, Peter has written many articles
published in mainstream and on-line media
as well as trade magazines. Peter represents
small business interests on a number of
permanent and ad hoc government and
industry advisory groups including with the
Tax Office, the Australian Consumer and
Competition Commission, ASIC, the Fair
Work Ombudsman, the Reserve Bank and
Fair Work Commission and the Australian
Treasury. One story he likes to relate is
attending a tax forum in the great hall at
Parliament House in Canberra held by the
Gillard government.
“It was really interesting, very well attended
and provided an opportunity to highlight our
issues. At one point I was on a panel and got
the opportunity to suggest that some other
panel members – the head of Trade Unions,
the CEO of the Business Council, the head
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of Treasury and the CEO of the Australian
Industry Group should leave the room, go
have a cup of coffee while the rest of us design
a tax system for the 96% of businesses – the
small business people. Then they can come
back in and try to fit in with us, because
we’ve spent the last 40 years fitting in with
them. It made the news that night so it was
all good. I don’t think people mind that type

of approach as long as you’re fair dinkum, as
long as you’re honest and admit when you
make a mistake.”
Peter has also spent time highlighting that
between 12% and 20% of people in any
electorate are self-employed and their
votes count. He uses this fact for one of his

In 2016 in the Cabinet rooms at Parliament House after a discussion on local economic development
and empowerment of the SME community (back row l-r) David Gandolfo Deputy Chairman COSBOA
and Paul Nielsen then Chairman COSBOA; (front row l-r) The Prime Minister the Hon Malcolm
Turnbull, Peter Strong and the hon Michael McCormack the Minister for Small Business

pet hates which is laissez-faire economics
and the associated ideologues who “ignore
reality and instead look at pretty graphs and
illustrations in text books”. Peter believes that
while the market can decide when it’s allowed
to, big business like Coles and Woolworths
have held too much power for too long (an
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argument that would no doubt cause many in
Australia’s small-business retail community
to nod their heads in agreement): “(And)
the rest of us suffer because the ideologues
didn’t get it. I’d condemn both of them (Coles
and Woolworths) in public and some people
would say ‘You can’t do that’ and I’d (say) –
well, I do and so should you!”
Peter has the experience needed for his
role, he has spent much of the last 20 years
in change management at the business,
community and national level. He’s worked
for the Australian Government, with NGOs,
the World Bank and the United Nations.
He has worked on national business and
employment policy and internationally on
projects aimed at assisting countries and
regions undergoing substantial economic
and social change. For this reason, perhaps
it’s no surprise that Peter would view
Canberra as such a crucial base for a person
in his position:
“Being in Canberra is important – you go up to
Parliament House and there’s five television
studios up there. Whereas in Sydney, they’ve
got to come to you, or you’ve got to drive
to them and it takes a long time. Whereas I
can do five interviews in an hour in Canberra.
So being there, if your job is an influencer
at Federal level it’s very important. Working

with the Public Service is also obviously
important. If they didn’t want to work with
me, then I would have difficulty in achieving
good outcomes.”
Over the years Peter has also participated
in the management of many community and
industry based groups and organisations.
He has been a director of the Australian
Booksellers Association since 2013 and
was Chairman of a Canberra based Bendigo
Community Bank as well as a Director on
associations involved in business, education,
employment, training, disability employment
and community development in Canberra
and in many NSW rural towns such as
Inverell, Goulburn and Albury.
Peter sees as important the fact that
COSBOA was established in 1977 to be an
unambiguous voice for small business in
Canberra. There are other groups who claim
to represent big and small, but COSBOA
members believe that isn’t possible, that
when push comes to shove the needs of big
business will always win out.
Peter also believes firmly that the strength of
a community lies with the strength of its small
businesses. Yet despite this, he realises
that that the importance and reputation of
the many can be tainted by the few, as he
explains:
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“What we also argue is that small business
people have a big impact on community
health and social welfare. We have got
gymnasiums, doctors – mainly self employed,
pharmacists, traditional medicines – they’re
all small business. So that’s your health, but
then you also think about the charities of a
community – who sponsors the local netball
team? Or if you look on the board of a golf
club or a soccer club, it’s the self-employed
so often who give their time. So we make up
society and we also employ a lot of people.
But lately we have been hearing too much
that small business people are hopeless, it
appears we are the worst employers in the
world Of course, it’s not true – some small
business people are letting the rest of us
down (let’s go get ‘em and make them follow
the rules) but the majority of us are doing
well.”
Without small business people, Peter
believes, Australia wouldn’t be in the healthy
position it is. He says the interaction between
big and small business is also very important.
He talks about signing the agreement with
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the BCA recently, a great move forward after
they had previously they’d been at odds
over the effects test in competition policy.
Despite long being a vocal opponent of the
giant retailers like Coles and Woolworths and
the biggest landlords, Peter maintains that
“besides a few of the biggest companies the
relationships are actually okay. The process
might be tough, but it should be so that the
consumer and society gets the best products
and the best prices. ALDI is a good example
– they’re tough, but you talk to their suppliers
and they also pay on time. They pay their
invoices on thirty days – every time. They
actually show small business people a lot of
respect.”
Along with the BCA, COSBOA is working
on highlighting that the history of business
in Australia has been positive. Despite
Peter opposing the interests of big business
where he sees it necessary, he admits that
overall, “Australia’s a pretty good place.” For
instance, despite some Unions who claim
otherwise, Peter draws attention to the fact
that Australia offers the highest minimum
wage in the world.
When turning to the future for small business
in Australia and what he believes will be most
important, Peter shares a number of ideas.

He believes business associations will play
a large part, for one. With the rapid rate of
change, he says working with the different
business associations is crucial: “They’re
going to be the ones who can advise their
members quickly on changes that are
happening.”
In his additional role as head of the Digital
Business Council, Peter has also spent time
looking at improvements to the e-invoicing
process. Their aim is to have every business
and government department in Australia
using technology that enables the user to
automatically populate the invoice, send it
off and for the balance to be paid straight
away. This stands in contrast to the widely
used current format where an employee has
to manually type an invoice, send it off and
then wait for payment from the recipient. He
then moves on to the subject of workplace
relations – what counts as a contractor, and
what doesn’t count as a contractor? He
envisages having a single small business
award to make it easier for employers to be
compliant, and to change how employers
handle super. Instead of a superannuation
collection, he advocates to make it a PAYG
system –“We could save a billion dollars a
year in costs!” Lastly, there’s contract law,
and Peter wants to make it easier for small
retailers when it comes to dealing with
landlords.
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As a man who inhabits the circles of influence
in both small business and government,
Peter Strong is better equipped than most the
understand how helping smaller businesses
succeed is of benefit to both them and to
Australia as a whole and what needs to be
done to ensure this. When it comes to the
strength of the nation on economic terms,
Peter reiterates how small business plays its
part:
“Small business is the backbone of the
economy, we all know that. But it is also the
base of our culture. For example, a person
from Bondi may go to Balmain because it’s
got lots of nice restaurants and has that
village feel to it, so even though they’ve got
nice beaches, there’s stuff in Balmain that
they like. Nobody drives somewhere to go to
a big shopping centre, they go to the nearest
one. If you live in Edgecliff you wouldn’t drive
down to Miranda Fair, but you’ll go to Cronulla
because you want what’s there. Country
towns are also different, Albury has a great
main street with some nice restaurants, or
you may go to Wellington because it’s got a
great winery or relaxing environment. So, the
reason people will visit a town or community
is based around small business, we make up
the culture.”
In a high-tech, increasingly globalised
community where the importance of
productivity has (in the minds of ideologues)
replaced the need for authenticity, there are
still plenty of people who love to deal with
businesses who know them as more than a
client number or a name on a screen, who
could argue with that? G
*YouTube ‘Peter Strong Red Tape Nation’
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PARTNERSHIPS

CeBIT Australia 2018 Conference
Program Announced
CeBIT Australia, Asia Pacific’s largest and longest running business technology conference and
exhibition, has released the 2018 conference program. CeBIT Australia will welcome 300 leading
technology suppliers to the exhibition floor, while the new streamlined conference program features
over 50 expert speakers across four dedicated streams.
The four curated programs highlight current
industry trends and challenges facing
the business technology community and
showcase digital case studies from the world’s
largest corporations, across eGovernment, Big
Data and Analytics, Cloud and Cyber Security.

Niall Blair, NSW Minister for Trade
and Industry said CeBIT Australia and its
conference program will be an opportunity
to learn from the latest business technology
trends and study some of the best innovation
examples from around the world.

The comprehensive program will see five
international thought leaders speak at ICC
Sydney in May, including Tom Read, Chief
Digital and Information Officer at the
Ministry of Justice, UK; Johnson Poh,
Head of Data Science at DBS Bank; Winston
Chew, Director, Regional Information Security
Officer at GSK Singapore; Binoo Joseph, Head
of Technology at Tesco PLC; and keynote
speaker Greg Clark, Chief Executive Officer,
Symantec will also speak in a dedicated Cyber
Security presentation.

"Digital technology continues to grow in
importance and the NSW Government is
committed to supporting a prosperous,
dynamic and agile digital economy that can
grow our role as Australia’s ICT capital and
create new businesses and jobs.
"I'm very pleased to welcome some of the
world's leading technology minds and case
studies to Sydney to take part in CeBIT
Australia. Its 2018 conference program
promises to deliver a keen focus on the fastevolving areas of data and analytics, cloud,

Mr Read, commented ahead of his
eGovernment presentation on how digital
transformation is a vital part of government
services in 2018.

“I look forward to sharing at CeBIT Australia
how the UK Ministry of Justice is transforming
an 800 year-old justice system, bringing agile
digital service delivery to prisons, courts and
tribunals, while questioning how this changes
the very nature of justice,” said Mr Read.
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Across three days, CeBIT Australia will offer
opportunities to hear from the world’s elite,
interact first-hand with the latest innovations,
speak with over 300 exhibitors and 100
disruptive start-up innovators, and connect
with thousands of visitors from Australia’s top
companies.
CeBIT Australia is proudly supported by the
NSW Government, and continues valuable
partnerships in 2018, including Vodafone as
Strategic Partner, Amadeus and Norton by
Symantec as Diamond Sponsors and City of
Sydney and nbn as Supporting Partners.

“In many ways, government is no different
from any other industry. We are facing digital
disruption as users start to demand online
channels to interact with government, budget
cuts force us to look at our processes, and
new technologies like machine learning start to
mature.
“How we differ though is our users can’t choose
not to use our services. For governments to
deliver truly effective technology, the user’s
needs must be considered and delivered first
and foremost. Digital is becoming the golden
thread between ministers, policy officials, and
operational front-line agencies.

Jacqui McNamara, Head of Security Services,
Telstra; Maria Milosavljevic, NSW Department
of Finance, Services and Innovation; Joe
Franzi, First Assistant Secretary, Intelligence
and Capability Group, Identity and Biometrics
Division, Department of Immigration and
Border Protection; Alastair MacGibbon, Head
of the Australian Cyber Security Centre, Special
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Cyber Security
and Deputy Secretary, Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet; and Kshira Saagar, Head
of Data Science and Analytics, The Iconic.

CeBIT Australia will take place 1517 May 2018 at the International
Convention Centre Sydney, Darling
Harbour.
cyber security and eGovernment to help take
our technology sector forward," said Mr Blair.
The full international keynote speaker lineup will be announced in the coming weeks.
Already confirmed to speak alongside Mr
Clark, are Rob Wainwright, Executive Director,
Europol; Tamara McCleary, founder and CEO,
Thulium; Hiroshi Saijou, CEO and Managing
Director, Yamaha Motor Ventures & Laboratory
Silicon Valley and Liesl Yearsley, CEO, Akin.
Other highlight conference speakers include

The program overview is available:
www.cebit.com.au/program/
Tickets can be purchased:
www.cebit.com.au/conference-registration/
Media enquires should be directed to Elle
Stewart at Zadro.
Supported by the

The CeBIT 2018 program is out!
15 -17 May 2018, ICC Sydney, Darling Harbour

One ticket - four industry leading forums
Register your 3 Day Conference Pass and gain access to CeBIT’s leading 2018 conferences
including Big Data & Analytics, Cloud, eGovernment and Cyber Security. Register with the promo
code BIZI to save $100 on any conference pass.
Register at cebit.com.au/conference-registration/

HEAR THE PIONEERS OF DIGITAL BUSINESS

GREG CLARK

CEO, Symantec

JACQUI
MCNAMARA
Head of Security
Services, Telstra

GEMMA VAN
HALDEREN

BINOO JOSPEH
Head of Technology,
Tesco PLC (Singapore)

TOM READ

KATE CURRUTHERS

JOHNSON POH

Chief Digital and
Information Officer,
Ministry of Justice
(UK)

Chief Data Officer,
UNSW

Head of Data Science /
Practice Lead Big Data
Analytics, DBS Bank
(Singapore)

Register @ cebit.com.au
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Corporate Insolvency
Statistics – Does Danger Lie
Beneath?
As we get stuck into 2018, a review of the corporate insolvency statistics for 2017 provides some useful
insights about the trends in Australian corporate insolvency levels. I have also made some forecasts
about how I think 2018 and beyond will play out. Whilst forecasts are simply that, I have taken both a
pragmatic and conservative perspective in reaching such conclusions.
BTW: let’s remember that in the Australian
jurisdiction the word “insolvency” is used with
reference to corporates, as opposed to in other
jurisdictions, such as the United States where
the word “bankruptcy” is used.
What are the National Statistics Telling Us?

July - November

Total Number of
Insolvency
Administrations

2016

3,612

2017

3,362 i7%
on previous year

Financial Year

Total Number of
Insolvency
Administrations

2007 - 08

7,909

2008 - 09

10,005

2009 - 10

9,281

2010- 11

9,829

2011 - 12

10,757

2012 - 13

10,746

2013 - 14

9,822

2014 - 15

9,177

2015 - 16
2016 - 17

1. Increased volumes of construction and
infrastructure works in the Eastern States
of Australia, particularly NSW and Victoria.
Empirically we know that the construction
and infrastructure sectors are significant
contributors to corporate insolvency levels.
However, with the record number of cranes in
the skies of NSW and Victoria and no shortage
of truck movements on the roads, insolvency
work from these sectors has been lower than is
usually the case.
2. Accessibility to/the cost of funding – although
recently the banks/financiers have started to
reign in funding (i.e reduction in interest only
loans) and scrutinise LVR’s more closely, etc,
the cash rate continues to be at an all-time
record low, 1.5%! When was the last time you
remember it was equal to the United States
Cash Rate? As such with rates at record lows,
corporates are better placed than at other
times to fund debt obligations.

9,848
8,031

i18%

on previous year
2017 - 18

* 7,800

2018 - 19

* 8,000

* my forecast
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Based on the above, it is evident that corporate
insolvencies did spike post the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC) in 2007. However, since a high
point (10,757) in the 2011-12 year, corporate
insolvencies have dropped to 8,031 in the
2016-17 year, a reduction of approximately
25%. What has driven this reduction? Some
possible explanations are:

#89

3. Strong property price movements – SMEs in
particular have benefited from this momentum.
SME business owners that have a property
investment(s) [including the family home] are
wealthier and have had more scope to deal with
any short term financial needs, as opposed to
scenarios where property prices are depressed
and/or interest rates are higher.
4. Australia’s economy has continued to grow
albeit at a slow rate. In particular, we have had
26 years of continuous economic growth which
has seen us navigate through the Asia Financial
Crisis (1997), the Dotcom Crash (2000) and the
GFC (2007).
What about NSW Corporate Insolvency
Statistics?
Looking within NSW, a comparison of the five
months July to November for 2016 and 2017
reveals:

July - November

Total Number of
Insolvency
Administrations

2016

1,170

2017

1,143 i2%
on previous year

In broad terms, NSW still accounts for
approximately 33% of all corporate insolvencies
in Australia.
What about 2017–18 and beyond?
The following graph shows the percentage of
companies entering some form of insolvency
administration relative to new company
registrations.

Ratio of EXADs to new business registrations (to August 2017):

in certain circumstances where corporates
have not actively engaged with the ATO
regarding the outstanding debts. I believe
once this occurs, that this will enliven directors
(particularly SME’s) to more readily needing to
deal with quite often significant tax debts in the
business which will flow through to an increase
in corporate insolvencies. Accordingly, one
message for SME’s is to get your ATO house
in order. We know that the ATO debt is often a
significant creditor in SME corporate insolvency
– however with proper planning, professional
assistance and early engagement with the ATO
there is a good chance that better outcomes
will be achieved.
I welcome any enquiries readers may have
about my forecasts and / or what readers
believe the impact of the ATO reporting to
credit agencies may be.

Source: ASIC

Relevantly around 2011–12 the number of new
company registrations has steadily increased
to date whereas the number of companies
entering into some form of insolvency
administration has decreased, particularly in
2014 onwards. As a result, the ratio is trending
below the 4% marker. The ratio was last at this
mark around the GFC. Interesting isn’t it!
I believe given the current economic and
trading conditions in Australia (absent of
major economic events/geopolitical events)
that corporate insolvency levels are likely to

decline in 2017–18 and steadily lift in 2018–19.
However, this does not mean corporates, in
particular SMEs can sit back and relax. SMEs
must still ensure that their business strategy is
“fit for purpose” and documented, as well as
being regularly evaluated. SME’s also need to
truly consider how to embrace the continuation
of digital disruption advancement and the
opportunities and threats this brings.

Jones Partners Insolvency &
Business Recovery
p | 02 9894 9966
e | bgleeson@jonespartners.net.au
b | www.brucegleeson.com.au
www.jonespartners.net.au

One real sleeper that is likely to be awoken
from its sleep this year relates to the ATO
reporting company tax debts to credit agencies

Promoting, connecting and advocating for the
business communities of Ryde,
Macquarie Park and surrounding regions

Riverside Business Chamber (formerly Ryde Business Forum and Ryde Macquarie Park Chamber
of Commerce) is the voice of business in Sydney’s northern districts.
As our region’s largest Chamber we can offer you more opportunities to meet with potential
business partners, strong advocacy to all three levels of government on vital issues such as
traffic and transport and other infrastructure, access to NSW Business Chamber products and
services and much more.
Our goal is to see your business grow. We know your share that goal. Join us and let’s work
together on success.

riversidechamber.com.au
BiziNet Magazine
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Steven Brown, B.Ec, LL.B, (Sydney), M.
App. Fin (Macquarie), FAICD, Accredited
Business Law Specialist, AIMM, FPIAA and
Chairman of Etienne Lawyers

Proactive Law
“Legal certainty is one of the basic preconditions to successful business.”i
"Proactive Law" is a school of thought that uses legal knowledge to prevent problems before things go
wrong.
For too long lawyers have written contracts
to deal with potential problems. Traditionally
contracts are written to deal with what happens
if something goes wrong. Who has to pay
whom? What is the extent of the damages to
be paid? When are damages to be paid?
"Proactive Law" seeks to be value additive. It
seeks to achieve this by:
• promoting the relationship between the
contracting parties; and
• recognising that contracts are for business
people to use as management and business
tools; not as bats to bash a contracting party
with should things go wrong.
"Proactive Law" is based on business people
working collaboratively with their lawyers. It
concentrates on lawyers working with their
clients to achieve the client's objectives. The
aim is to have the contracting parties working
together for each parties financial well being.
As Helena Haapio a leading exponent of
"Proactive Law" has stated, the focus of
"Proactive Law" is on:

In the "Proactive Law" environment, business
people have to view their lawyers as a
"Problem Solver". As I explain it to clients my
role as a lawyer is to be their "Travel Planner".
The embark on a journey with another party in
business, and our role is to get them their safely
and without a problem. We have to do this by
designing their travel plans, (their contract)
having regard to their budget in regards to
costs and time.

1. A agrees to supply gas to B for five years.
"Proactive" Lawyers in the role as "Planners"
are legal architects, trusted counsellors,
business advisers and mentors. The figure
below from H Haapio illustrates the role of
lawyers, with a focus on the role of the contract
draftsperson as a "Planner" or "Designer".
The "Proactive Law" lawyer needs to
understand what a client wants to achieve and
the risk the business is willing to take. With this
information, the "Proactive Law" lawyer plans a
solution to the business issues the client faces.
To do this the client and lawyer must work
together. The lawyer needs to find out from the
client the answers to the following three basic
questions:

• balancing risk and reward;
• achieving desired outcomes;
• eliminating causes of problems;
• shared care and team approach; and
• lawyers supporting client's self-care.

What is it that the parties to the contract are to
do for one another?

The move to "Proactive Law" is not an easy
one. It is not easier because of the way lawyers
have been viewed by non-lawyers. Lawyers
rightly or wrongly, are seen as "Fighters". This
view is re-enforced by US television series that
typify lawyers as "Guns for Hire". It is arises
from the description of court cases in Australia
as being adversarial. A business person who
has not worked closely with a lawyer would
only see a need for a lawyer when there is a
problem: A person of last resort.

How are the promises to be performed? Are
there any particular requirements that a party
must adhere to. If so those requirements need
to be documented.
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When is each party to do what they are
promising to do for the other?
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A lawyer can always write a generic contract that
covers the supply of gas. But such a contract
would not deal with special requirements of
the parties and would then in the event of a
dispute between the contracting parties result
in the issue having to be answered by a court;
not themselves. For example, A smart lawyer
could write a contract that A will supply gas to
B as follows:

While these questions appear simple, it is
surprising that when I first meet a client, they
usually cannot answer the questions. Business
people who are not used to a "Proactive Law"
approach often say to their lawyer: Draft me a
gas supply contract.

2. A will invoice B for the gas supplied monthly
in arrears based on the amount of gas supplied.
3. B will pay A for all gas supplied and invoiced
seven days of B receiving A's invoice at the end
of each calendar month.
What B has not asked A, and what A has not
told B, is that A only supplies gas by cylinder.
Whereas, B requires gas by pipe line, so it
is available without a stoppage in supply,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
year. The contract as drafted works from a
legal perspective but not from a business
perspective. This difference would have been
avoided if A answered the question: How are
the promises to be performed?
By working with a business client and having
a client answer the three basic questions a
"Proactive Law" lawyer merges business and
legal knowledge to achieve the wishes of a
client having regard to the client's risk profile,
financial and temporal budget.
"Proactive Law" treats contracts as risk
management and business checklists.
Contracts are checklists of who is to do what,
when it has to be done and how it has to be
done. But to achieve this, you and your lawyer
have to work collaboratively. You need to know
what it is that your business is to do. You
cannot abdicate your role to the lawyer to write
a satisfactory but not specific contract.

Do you know
your better side?

Perfect headshots
for your business
Use code “headshot17”
to get the second photo for FREE

Get your offer
at www. elenaraga.com/headshots
or call 0410810224
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Taking a proactive approach as a “Planner” and team player
makes the practice of law in the transactional setting more
effective and more satisfying, for both the client and the
lawyer. Being a continuous learner, using legal skills to plan,
design and implement new creative solutions, and working for
the common good give a feeling of being of valuable service
to others – of making a difference, and building a better
future. The power of proactivity can increase the motivation,
dedication, and commitment of everybody involved – even
reshape business and personal lives.

Etienne Lawyers practice "Proactive Law". If you want your
business to move to this next level of legal help contact us.
1.H Haapio, “Introduction to Proactive Law: A Business Lawyer’s View”,
Scandinavian Studies in Law Volume 49: A PROACTIVE APPROACH. Edited
by Peter Wahlgren.Published under the auspices of The Stockholm University
Law Faculty. Figure from this paper.

Etienne Lawyers
p | 02 8845 2400
e | sbrown@etiennelaw.com
www.etiennelawyers.com
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Grow Your Business with a Little
Help from Council
2018 Business Support Program
Could your business use a helping hand? Would you like a better understanding of local data and
demographics? Perhaps you’re interested in connecting with people or programs that can assist with
business planning?
The Hills Shire Council is proud to present our
‘Grow Your Business’ program – designed with
your business in mind!
If you’re looking to improve your understanding
of the business environment you work in, gain
insights into the local market or connect with
like-minded people, ‘Grow Your Business’
could be just right for you.

Smart Grow – plan for the future
Digital Series – create social media and
marketing strategies
Governance Series – understand tax essentials,
record keeping and more
Sydney Hills Business Chamber Series –
engage in networking, introductions and more.

What’s on offer?
After we officially welcome you to the region,
we want to empower you with the tools you
need to grow your business and make informed
business decisions – and we’ve developed the
following programs specifically to meet your
needs.
Business Visits
Our Business Visits Program is our point of
difference. We can meet one-to-one with you
to discuss your challenges and opportunities,
tailoring business intelligence specifically to
your individual needs. A business visit can also
provide economic insights and market trends,
act as a point of contact with various sections
of Council to provide regulatory, planning,
legislative and other information or even refer
you to the right people within Government
departments. A range of economic/industry
and demographic information is available
to assist you with business planning and
marketing strategies, and a customised
report can help understand the region from an
industry perspective.
Skills Building
Council partners with a range of education
providers and Chambers of Commerce to
create workshops and opportunities for you to
improve your knowledge and skills including:
Smart Start - prepare your new business for
success
Smart Operate - create business efficiency
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or expanding a small business simpler and
faster. It creates an online, one-stop-shop for
business customers and reduces the time it
takes to open or grow your business.
Awards and Recognition
Recognition with a local business award
can help build your profile - The Sydney Hills
Local Business Awards celebrates business
excellence and provides an opportunity to be
recognised.
Need a network?
We can link you with local business networks
so you can make connections, find new clients,
share knowledge and meet like-minded or
associated businesses.

Access Government Minds
Our annual meet-and-greet event - involving
key State and Federal business agencies
including ASIC, ATO, AusIndustry, Office of
State Revenue and SafeWork NSW – gives you
the chance to seek advice and ask questions in
one convenient place.
Hills Business Performance Survey
The Business Performance Sentiment Index
(designed and conducted by McCrindle
Research) is an ongoing measure of business
performance, conditions and sentiment.
It helps give you an understanding of
economic conditions, regulatory settings and
infrastructure in a local context.

Connect with us
A newly created initiative, you can now have
an online business listing with us and maximise
your visibility alongside other key businesses.
We also offer a wide range of online resources
including business news, events and
information. G
If you’re interested in accessing any or all of
these programs, we’re here to help! Get in
touch with The Hills Shire Council’s Economic
Development team today on 9762 1108 and
start growing your business.
The Hills Shire Council’s Economic
Development Team
p | 02 9762 1108
e | business@thehills.nsw.gov.au
www.thehills.nsw.gov.au/businesssupport

It’s Easy to do Business
This new joint initiative between the Department
of Premier and Cabinet, the Customer Service
Commissioner, the Office of the NSW Small
Business Commissioner and Service NSW
brings agencies, Councils and industry bodies
together to make the process of opening

Business
Education
Series

SMART START
Prepare your new business for success
Defining your target market
Create and grow a community group or not-for-profit
SMART OPERATE
Cash flow and profitability
Create business efficiency
Building a winning team
SMART GROW
Business Planning for success
Sales made simple
PR and Media Secrets
DIGITAL SERIES
Social Media strategies
Social Media 101 for your small business
Social Media strategies for your business to business
Digital Marketing Masterclass
SEO Basics
SEO Beyond the Basics
GOVERNANCE SERIES
Tax Essentials for Small Business
Record keeping for Small Business
Employer Essentials for Small Business
SYDNEY HILLS BUSINESS CHAMBER SERIES

HOW TO REGISTER
+61 2 9762 1108 | business@thehills.nsw.gov.au
www.thehills.nsw.gov.au/workshops

Networking for Growth
Introductions with Impact
The Do’s and Don’ts of HR in Your Business
Smart Strategies for Succession Planning
Google for Business Demystified
Building Leadership Presence
Optimise you Social Media Strategy
Information Session

PARTNERS

www.thehills.nsw.gov.au/workshops
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John Howard,
Founder, Smoothstream Business Intelligence

'Off The Shelf' Software
Or A Customised
Solution?
Which option is best for your business? A packaged, 'off the shelf', plug 'n play application being used
by thousands of people around the world... or a highly specialised one-off application?

Both packaged and customised software
offer advantages and disadvantages. For
example, a generic product has been tried
and tested and is trusted by many users so
there is little risk in implementing it, versus
the fact that something created just for your
business is untried. Consider the fact that an
'out of the box' product is relatively quick and
easy to implement and it is backed up by the
manufacturer and their local vendor. In contrast,
a lot more time is required by a software
developer to analyse your specific needs list,
then design, develop and road test the finished
product before it can be introduced. When a
'standard' software application is enhanced
the developer provides an upgraded version sometimes free of charge. When a customised
package has to be improved there is a need for
more programming and coding (meaning more
cost and delay).
It might sound like this is a one-sided
comparison, but it isn't. Explore the differences
in more detail starting with the negatives
associated with packaged products. They are
'one size fits all' solutions therefore they include
functionality not required by every business. In
trying to be 'all things to everybody' they are
more complex which results in a cumbersome
and inefficient user experience.
The limited flexibility of these applications
causes businesses to have to change their
internal procedures to suit the software, rather
than it enhancing their operation. A simple
outcome requires multiple steps. It often takes
too long to find data, and that data is not indepth enough. It isn’t specific to each business
and doesn’t provide all of the information
required by management. With a lack of
flexibility comes an inability for this type of
software to integrate with other systems.
One last point, your competitors are most
likely using the same software so where is your
competitive advantage?
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The main reasons against using tailored
software have been mentioned: it takes longer
to develop and implement, it is untried and the
up-front cost is higher – although over time this
can even itself out.
When you take into account the benefits of
having someone design an application unique
to your business, the positives outweigh the
negatives.
You are in control of the system development
phase. You decide what features you want to
have and what the user dashboard will look
like. You determine how many clicks or menus
are necessary to produce desired outcomes
- which makes for a much more pleasant
user experience. You choose what data it will
report on each month and how the information
will be presented. If the business is reliant on
other software products, you select the level
of integration. The product can be designed
to grow with your business by making it ready
to accept more functionality later on. It can be
evolving technology.

processes are achieved with a few key
strokes. Staff are much happier because they
are completing tasks quicker and easier. The
business experiences significant gains in
efficiency and productivity which are reflected
in the bottom line.
‘Off the shelf’ software is definitely beneficial…
however solutions written specifically to the
wants and needs of a business, as either a
stand-alone piece of code or modification of an
existing packaged product, deliver dramatically
greater outcomes. G
Very little pre-packaged business software
actually delivers everything that is required for
fully comprehensive business decision making.
Smoothstream specialises in three step data
Extract, Transform, Load programs that deliver
value add, decision making reports without
having to abandon existing software.
Call or email to book a free, on site, 15 to 30
minute Discovery Session to determine your
needs.

From a technical perspective, a customised
solution is less vulnerable to outside threats
(eg. hacking) which adds more security to the
business operation and its IP.
A tailored solution provides a powerful
competitive advantage. Functionality can be
written into the product which delivers services
and outcomes specific to the current and
future needs of customers. At the same time,
because management are receiving a constant
supply of rich data they are in a much better
position to make high-level business building
decisions to accelerate their progress.
There is evidence that a personalised interface
leads to improved staff morale. No longer are
employees restricted and frustrated by limiting
software. Tasks which took hours – such as
producing reports – are now completed in
minutes. Functions which required convoluted

Smoothstream Business Intelligence
p | 02 9871 4484
e | john@smoothstream.com.au
www.smoothstream.com.au

Business Analytics - Faster, Easier, Smarter

Owning a business isn’t easy, and it’s definitely not for
the faint hearted! More than anything it takes belief,
perseverance, rolling your up your sleeves and many
cash-strapped sacrifices.
It takes time, effort and constant dedication to stay on
top, and many missed moments to make a deadline,
close a deal or handle a curve-ball situation.
Thankfully, Bartercard not only lets you bolster your
business and attract new clients, but enjoy a lifestyle
without the cash blowout– and isn’t creating those
special moments what it’s all about?

Find out how you can
Work + Play
with Bartercard
bartercard.com.au/bizinet

Call 1300 BARTER
BiziNet Magazine
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How to Keep
your Jewellery
Sparkling

We love our Jewellery. Many of us like to
wear it all the time and even never take it off.
But Jewellery is like many things. The more
it is used – the more it is subjected to wear
and tear. Some Jewellery is delicate and
not suitable for constant wear while other
pieces are extremely durable. One reason
diamonds are the gemstone of choice for
engagement rings is because they are the
hardest known natural mineral.
There are a few things to keep in mind with
the care of your Jewellery that will help
reduce wear and the risk of damage. It is
recommended that Jewellery is the first item
taken off when arriving home and the last to
put on before going out. The advantage of
this is to:
•
minimize wear and tear such as doing
housework
•
reduce exposure to chemicals such as
perfumes and cleaning products
•
lessen build-up of oils and dirt
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Storage
It is best to store each Jewellery item in
separate compartments or individually
wrapped. This is for several reasons:
•
to prevent one metal from rubbing
against another or against a gemstone
•
to avoid tangling and
•
to preserve the finish and condition

Jewellery and Exercise
They really don’t go together but we just
can’t resist. High profile athletes have also
popularized fashion in sport despite the
potential for distraction.
In 1987 at the US Open, tennis star Chris

Evert wore a diamond bracelet while playing
a professional tennis match. During the
game she realized her bracelet had become
unclasped and she had lost it on the court.
Ms. Evert had officials stop play so she
could search for it. This could have been
a very expensive loss. Since that time, this
style of bracelet has been referred to as a
“tennis bracelet”. Although many athletes
wear jewellery while practicing and playing
sports, doing so does have its risks. Here are
some tips to keep in mind when exercising:
•
Chains bracelets and other Jewellery
can get caught, pulled and lost during
sports and exercise.
•
A heavy pendant or chain can flip up

BiziNet LIFESTYLE

•

•

•
•
•

and hit your face during exercise.
If you are a swimmer be aware that
chlorine is a strong chemical that will
discolour and can damage jewellery.
If you wear rings at the gym - grabbing,
pushing and pulling bars can easily
scratch and damage gold and other
metals. It can also cause rings to flatten
or become misshapen from pressure.
Contact with hard surfaces will wear
down the metal.
Callouses can develop on the finger
A ring can get hooked or caught on
something and then pulling away can
damage the ring and/or the finger.

No-Nos of Cleaning Jewellery
•
•

•
•

Do not boil Jewellery on the stove to
clean it
Do not use toothpaste to clean
Jewellery – toothpaste is an abrasive
and will scratch metals and many
gemstones
Do not use harsh chemicals to clean
Jewellery
Do not wash silver or gold Jewellery
cleaning cloths – these cloths have a
special coating and is why they are
effective. Washing them removes the
coating and their effectiveness.

How to Clean
Your Jewellery at Home
Get yourself a good cleaning product
provided by a professional Jeweller for the
type of Jewellery you have and follow the
instructions carefully. Basic cleaning on a
regular basis will help keep your gemstones
and metal sparkling and also reduce
abrasion.

Professional Care and
Maintenance
A professional Jeweller is equipped with
specialized machinery and tools, fine
quality polishing material and experience
to carefully – not only clean Jewellery – but
check the condition, identify repair that
may be needed and polish worn and dull
Jewellery to a like-new shine.
Jewellery develops a build-up of dirt that
finds tiny places to live. Between claws,
under settings, in grooves – in the most
hard to get at places. This dirt builds up
and hardens, gets coated with new dirt
that tightly packs in place, layer after fine
layer. Dirt particles are abrasive and scratch
away at nice finishes. It can act like glue,
holding in place gemstones that have been
knocked loose in their settings or held
by claws that are thin, worn and broken.

Professional cleaning removes stubborn
dirt and identifies if repair is required.
Ideally, jewellery should be examined and
professionally cleaned once to twice a
year and a little more often if you love that
‘brand-new’ look.
Underwood Jewellers provides a lifetime
clean and polish on Jewellery purchases
and also offers a check, clean and polish
service for your other Jewellery. G

Make your appointment with Chris
Underwood – Master Jeweller, Registered
Valuer, Designer, Antique and Estate
Specialist – to discuss your precious
jewellery.
Designers
Master Jewellers
Valuations
Custom Crafted Jewellery
Consignment
Estate, Antique and Pre-Owned Specialists
Underwood Jewellers
Main Store: 28 Phillip Street, Parramatta
Tel: (02) 9689-1022
Shop 3063, 3rd floor
Westfield Parramatta Shopping Centre
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Roger Amir,
Director, Mitronics

If You’re Going to
Print, Print Efficiently
Printing remains an integral part of business. Numerous studies have found that the average office
worker uses more than 10,000 sheets of paper a year. We’re not going to stop printing in the near
future, but you can take steps to ensure that what you do print is done efficiently.
Here are few ways to minimise the amount
of money your company spends on
printing, and its impact on the environment.
Think before you print – Resist the urge to print
everything and print only what you need. Do your
reviewing and editing at your computer, rather
than with a printed document. Before printing
from a website, use ‘Print Preview’ to make sure
you aren’t printing pages full of ads, sidebars,
or blank spaces that will only waste paper.
Ration your ink – Set grayscale as the
default mode on your printers, and only
print in colour when absolutely necessary,
as colour ink is more expensive than
black ink. Use draft mode when printing
documents that don’t need to be high quality.
Get more out of less - Format documents
you must print to reduce the amount of
ink and paper required. Use smaller font
sizes and ink-friendly fonts, eliminate
unnecessary spaces and images/graphics,
and reduce the margins of your documents.
Use energy-efficient printers – An Energy Star
certified printer uses less power and prevents
wasted paper. Make sure machines you buy
or lease have an Energy Star certification.
Use both sides – Duplex or double-sided
printing, a feature on many business
machines, enables you to print on both
sides of a piece of paper, potentially cutting
in half the amount of paper your office uses.
Avoid the fancy stuff – Utilise thin, inexpensive
paper for interoffice or internal use. Only use
a higher-grade paper when printing materials
that will be used for presentations or distributed
to clients.
These are just some of the ways that you can
significantly cut down the amount you are
printing, which not helps the environment,
but allows you to save on both the amount
of paper and the amount of ink used, which
will help reduce costs in your business, and
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consequently improve your bottom line.
Contact Don Amir on 8878 1000 or email
damir@mitronics.com.au today, and book in a
free Health Check!.
Mitronics Corporation is Australia’s largest
vendor independent specialist of multifunction
devices, printers, and software solutions
designed to save time and increase
productivity, improving your bottom line. We are
proudly Australian owned and operating since
1994. Through our tailored solutions we assist
companies with improving profitability with cost
reduction strategies, we help with the security
and privacy of their documents, we show

them how they can improve the productivity
of their employees, and through our new
technology systems we show them innovative
ways that they can achieve both revenue
growth and expense reduction.
Mitronics
p | 8878 1000
www.mitronics.com.au

Our Gift to You!
Purchase one of our state of the
art colour A3 MFPS and receive
your choice of one of our gifts!
Choose either:
Westfield Gift Card
(valued at $200)

•

•
•

HP Sprocket

Dinner at your favourite restaurant
(valued at $200)

Contact Don Amir on 8878 1000 or
email damir@mitronics.com.au
today!
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Robert Theodoridis,
Managing Director,
Sydney Electrical Contractors

Free Electricity, Is It
Really Possible?
Have you ever heard of Nikola Tesla? Many people have but for those who haven’t, let me tell you
some interesting facts about a man who was way ahead of his time, and still is today.
Nikola Tesla was probably the greatest
electrical engineer, inventor and one of the
most phenomenal physicist’s to have ever lived
on this planet. However, we hear little of him in
our history books and through our education
system. At the time of his birth there was a
ferocious storm and he was labelled a ‘child
of darkness’. However, his mother responded
he would be a ‘child of light’ – how ironic that
would turn out to be. A couple of his inventions
were things like the radio, the brushless AC
induction motor, fluorescent lighting and more
importantly alternating current (AC), which
is the electricity we use in our homes and
businesses today and around the world. He
also had around 300 other patents through his
inventions.
Tesla also had the idea for wireless smart
phone technology in 1901 and conceived the
idea of giving the world free energy purely from
the combination of the earth’s core and radiant
energy from the sun. His ‘World Power System’
idea and the 185-foot Wardenclyffe Tower
that he built with the help of others started in
the early 1900’s. Through lack of funding and
other reasons it was controversially shot down
before its completion and at the time of his
death in 1943, Tesla had many of his personal
documents confiscated and classified as top
secret.
When Albert Einstein was famously asked
in an interview, “How does it feel to be the
smartest person in the world”? Einstein replied,
“I wouldn’t know. Ask Nikola Tesla”. This clearly
shows the magnitude, influence and respect
his peers had for him.
So why am I talking about Nikola Tesla and what
does this have to do with you? Quite simply, in
today’s society we are looking for ways to save
on costs through renewable energy – a method
this humanitarian tried to accomplish for the
world but didn’t quite get there. We know solar
panels are a great way to generate power
from the sun and the cost of storage batteries
have now come down dramatically over the
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last couple of years. Electricity off the grid is
amazing and without it we would struggle in
everyday life – but wouldn’t it be great to have
a system that was self-sufficient and only
requiring power off the grid as a last resort?
Many people across Sydney and Australia
have already implemented this and having
the best of all the above - solar, batteries, grid
power and even generators as back up in the
event of a black out.

there have been 37 large solar farm projects
which have either been approved or seeking
approval in the last year and 24 of these have
entered the planning system. Further to this
a 150-megawatt solar thermal power plant
has been secured for Port Augusta in South
Australia. This will be the biggest of its kind
in the world and has the capacity to supply
energy to more than 90,000 homes – and the
beauty of this it’s completely emission free.
This $650 million dollar Aurora Solar Energy
Project will be ready in 2020.
I’m looking forward to 2018 as we look to
implement and introduce a unique collaboration
to help people and businesses implement
strategies like the one I mentioned, without
outlaying thousands of dollars up front.

Nikola Tesla. Tesla’s vision was to
supply the world with free energy
through his wireless tower through
high frequencies, voltages and then
discharge current into the earths core
periodically.
So why aren’t more people jumping on board
with this concept? Well a big part of this comes
down to cost and how long it will take to pay
off the system. Not everyone has the capacity
to outlay thousands of dollars to set up their
homes or businesses with solar and storage
batteries. For a long time, I have always been
an advocate for renewable energy and as our
population is increasing at a rapid rate, we
must look for ways to protect our environment
as much as possible as approximately 75-80%
of the power generated in NSW is from nonrenewable sources such as coal and gas.
Australians though should be pleased to hear,
electricity generated from renewable energy
sources from solar, hydro, wind, bio energy
and small hydro are on the rise. In addition,

A good example of this is a good friend of
mine, who receives a commercial quarterly bill
of around $9,000. If his bill was halved through
renewable energy, he would automatically save
approximately $18,000 a year. Over a 5-year
period that amounts to $90,000. I would prefer
to see this amount in his pocket hence the
reason he is opting for a renewable and storage
energy system – perhaps you could call this his
very own Tesla World Power System?!
The sun produces a staggering 400 trillion
watts per second (yes, per second). To put this
in context, the sun has enough energy to melt
a bridge of ice two miles wide by one mile thick
that extends the entire way from the Earth to
the Sun, in just one second. So, when people
ask me if solar is feasible, my response is ‘yes’,
as I strongly believe the facts presented in this
article validate its worth.
Sydney Electrical Contractors
p | 02 8007 7215
e | info@sec24hr.com.au
www.sec24hr.com.au

DIGITAL MEDIA MARKETING | WEB SOLUTIONS | BRANDING | B2B SOLUTIONS | VIDEO PRODUCTION | MOBILE SOLUTIONS

DIGITAL PRESENCE
HIGH IMPACT
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT
TO STAND OUT FROM CROWD

B2B SOLUTIONS
CHANGING THE PANORAMIC
VIEW OF TALENT ACQUISITION

YOU EVERYWHERE
LET YOUR DATA AND
CREATIVITY WORK SYNCHRONOUSLY

0424 567 006
www.techconsultants.com.au
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Daniel Moisyeyev, B.IT,
Web Developer and Software Engineer
BiziNet Media

Accepting Online Payments:
Chargeback Fraud, Cryptocurrencies
and Other Issues
Credit cards have been the preferred way of making online payments for some time. This payment
method took a while to become accepted and faced a lot of resistance from consumers – just recently,
giving up credit card details to an online store was considered "too dangerous". With time, payment
gateways like Paypal and buyer protection measures provided by financial insititutions eroded this
fear. Virtually every online store today proudly advertises that they accept VISA and Mastercard. In
some cases, it is the only payment method offered.

Credit Card Payments – An Advantage
For Purchasers
While purchasers were very resistant to utilise
their credit cards for online payments, they
were actually the party that mostly benefited
from their widespread adoption. The system is
designed with a heavy bias towards satisfying
the needs of the purchaser.

3.

The benefits offered include:

Chargeback Fraud is a Problem
The popularity of credit card transactions has
lead to the situation that chargeback fraud is
now serious problem.

4.

Other Costs. Costs associated with
collecting credit card payments, such as
SSL certificates and services provided by
web development specialists
Delay. There is generally a delay in
receiving funds if a payment gateway is
used.

reimbursement of losses and fees if the
buyer files a chargeback. These plans usually
have conditions imposed on them, such as
a requirement for goods to be tangible and a
record of a valid courier docket. These types
of plans generally do not apply to merchants
providing services.
Another solution is to filter clients. This is

1.

2.
3.

4.

Reversibility of transactions. This is
offered via fraud protection provided by
the issuer (more on this and the abuse of
this system later)
Convenience. Without doubt, credit
cards are currently the most convenient
way of making payments online
Buyer Protection. The alternatives
available offer less protection for the
purchaser, such as EFT or Direct Debit
authorisations for regular payments
Fees. Merchants invariably end up
picking up the tab for the fees imposed for
credit card transactions.

Credit Card Payments – A Disadvantage
For Merchants
Merchants end up with most of the expenses
and shortfalls associated with processing
credit card payments.
1.

2.

Reversibility. There is a susceptibility to
chargeback fraud, rollback of transactions
completed using stolen credit cards and
reversals completed by customers in error
due to not recognising particular charges
Transaction Fees. Costs associated
with processing credit card payments
such as financial institution transaction
fees and other fees associated with
payment gateways
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There is currently a design flaw with the
chargeback system. A purchaser can reverse
a transaction without the financial institution
completing a proper investigation as to whether
the merchant is indeed at fault. This effectively
means that the merchant can be stuck with a
negative balance on their account for a good
that has been dispatched or a service that has
already been rendered.
This issue tends to plague B2C retailers,
especially in situations where there is a high
volume of transactions with small amounts.
It is extremely cost-inefficient to investigate
and dispute these small transactions, hence
some dishonest purchasers get away in these
situations. While it is more rare in the B2B
environment, it still happens on occasion.
Is there a way to protect from charge-back
fraud?
There are some actions merchants can
take to protect themselves.
The first solution is to use a payment gateway
that offers seller protection. Some payment
gateways offer plans for merchants where
eligible transactions get the benefit of full

generally easier with B2B sales, where
purchases tend to be for higher amounts,
number of transactions tend to be lower, and
some degree of communication as well as
implied trust with the client is present. If a
merchant has the ability to micromanage

BUSINESS ADVICE

clients, different levels of payments for different
clients can be put in place (e.g. advance
payments by EFT for large orders, credit card
payments for small orders, 30 day account
terms for approved clients etc).
Avoid accepting large single orders on credit
cards if your business does not have some form
of seller protection. Nothing is worse than finding
that your payment gateway or bank account has
a negative $5,500 balance after a fraudulent
chargeback, and as a result your cash flow has
been disrupted.
A situation where a stolen credit card was
used to make a purchase is the most difficult
situation to deal with, as there is no simple way
to identify the party responsible for payment.
For example, the purchaser details could be
completely false and there would be nobody to
pursue for recovery of funds after the transaction

Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies are fast becoming a hot topic
and they deserve a special mention. While they
may still be in their infant stage and undergoing a
speculative frenzy at the moment, the concepts
behind them have real potential to change the
way payments are processed online. Some
companies are already accepting popular
(cryptocurrency) coins as payments. Accepting
cryptocurrencies is actually not difficult, certainly
much easier than setting up your own credit
transaction facilities (what to do with your coins
after you have accepted a payment is a whole
other story that deserves a separate article). This
technology needs to be approached with care
if you wish to use them for their real intended
purpose in a commercial environment.

2.

3.

The key issues that currently affect
cryptocurrencies:
1. Irreversibility of Transactions . Perhaps
4.

Loss of a Private Key. A loss of a private
key to a cryptocurrency wallet can mean
your balance is soon wiped out. Since
there is no way to reverse transactions, this
could be a major problem if a merchant
loses control of a central wallet that accepts
payments. Hacking issues that surround
cryptocurrency wallets and exchanges are
a much more serious matter with more
severe consequences than unauthorised
use of stolen credit card details due to the
complete lack of protection offered by a
central authority, as well as a total lack of
reversal capability and major difficulties in
tracing of malicious transactions.
Volatility. The speculative frenzy around
cryptocurrencies has made them difficult
to use for actual transactions. The prices
are volatile and as such, a business would
have to carry a risk of loss during the
time between receiving payment from a
purchaser and converting to real currency
on a cryptocurrency exchange.
High Transaction Costs.
Cryptocurrencies command higher transaction
fees than what is offered by financial
institutions. This is due to the high energy
costs that are required to carry out the
processes that underpin cryptocurrency
transactions.

As of today, cryptocurrencies are not optimal
for online payments besides some niche
applications. Future developments in the field
may, however, change this and a new payment
method could come through that may offer more
features and protection than what is currently
offered.
If you are interested in custom web design and
development, please get in touch with Daniel
Moisyeyev B. IT, Software Engineer, Partner.
BiziNet Media
p | 1300 889 132
e | daniel.moisyeyev@bizinetmedia.com.au
www.bizinetmedia.com.au
is reversed. While authorities may assist with
the criminal component of the matter, it will still
be likely the responsibility of the merchant to
recover the amount owed.

the biggest issue that cryptocurrencies
suffer from is the fact that once you have
made your transaction, your coins are gone
for good. Cryptocurrencies likely offer the
worst protection for the purchaser out of
any payment methods offered.
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ACCOUNTING

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
Beralon Pty Ltd
02 9624 8011
Unit 1, 4 Bearing Rd
Seven Hills, NSW 2147
beralon.com

Bright Accounting and Taxation
02 8858 3242
33/9 Hoyle Ave
Castle Hill NSW 2154
brighttax.com.au
BANKING

INSOLVENCY
Jones Partners Insolvency &
Business Recovery 02 9894 9966
Suite 301, Level 3, 4 Columbia Ct,
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
jonespartners.net.au

ANZ
13 13 14
32 Lexington Deive
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
anz.com.au

INVESTMENT

BUSINESS SUPPORT

InvestAstute
0414 300 151
L13, 80 Main St
North Sydney NSW 2060

The Hills Shire Council
02 9843 0324
Administration Centre, 3 Columbia
Court Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
thehills.nsw.gov.au

IP
Krouzer IP
02 9680 8622
L2, Suite 11, 29-31 Lexington Dr
Bella Vista NSW 2153
krouzer.com.au
IT
Pro IT Pty Limited
1300 727 553
12-18 Fairfield Street,
Fairfield East NSW 2165
proit.com.au
CHARITY

Smoothstream Business
Intelligence
02 9871 4484
smoothstream.com.au

Norwest Sunrise Rotary
0418 298 274
PO Box 7039
Baulkham Hills NSW

JEWELLERS

Thorndale Foundation
02 9912 7800
thorndale.com.au

Underwood Jewellers
02 9689 1022
28 Phillip Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
www.uj.com.au

CHILDCARE
Cubbyhouse Childcare Australia
0412 615 728
3 Columbia Court
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
cubbycc.com.au

NETWORK MARKETING
Amway Australia and New Zealand
02 9854 8120
Suite 301, 7-9 Irvine Place
Bella Vista NSW 2153
amway.com
PRINTING
BiziNet Printing
1300 889 132
Next Day Print
Order Online and Get Industry Prices
bizinetprinting.com.au
REAL ESTATE
Coutts - Castlecorp
02 8883 4000
F126/24-32 Lexington Dr,
Bella Vista, NSW 2153
coutts.com.au
LJ Hooker Commercial North West
02 8814 1588
Suite 1:08, 29-31 Lexington Drive
Bella Vista, NSW 2153
ljhc.com.au
VENUES
Cropley House
02 9686 7775
84 Watkins Rd
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
cropleyhouse.com
WEB DESIGN
BiziNet Pty Ltd
1300 889 132
PO Box 7519
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
bizinet.com.au

Coleman Greig Lawyers
02 9895 9200
Level 11, 100 George Street, Cnr
Smith Street Parramatta NSW 2150
colemangreig.com.au

Sydney Electrical Contractors
02 8007 7215
PO Box 85
Northmead NSW 2152
sec24hr.com.au

Etienne Lawyers
02 8845 2400
Level 57 MLC Centre, 19-29 Martin
Place Sydney NSW
etiennelawyers.com

GRANTS
Pattens Group
02 9476 1555
PO Box 838
Hornsby NSW 1630
pattens.com
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Worldwide Migration Partners
02 9415 2359
213/83 Longueville Rd,
Lane Cove NSW 2066
worldwidemigrationpartners.au

LAW

ELECTRICAL SERVICES
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MIGRATION

MTM Legal
02 9252 8824
PO Box R1866 Royal Exchange
Circular Quay 1225
mtmlegal.com.au
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List Your Business in
BiziNet Magazine

1300 889 132
www.bizinet.net.au

FREE DELIVERY

ORDER ONLINE
& GET INDUSTRY

PRICES
1300 889 132

MASTER OF THE SHIRT
SINCE FOREVER
Same day service
SMS notification when your shirts are ready
7 step cleaning process.
No short cuts to a crisp shirt.

Baulkham hills

bella vista

castle hill

Stockland Mall

B44/24-32 Lexington Dr
Bella Vista NSW 2153

Castle Towers

9639 1553

8824 8385

BIZINETPRINTING.COM.AU

9634 2393

www.lindusdrycleaners.com.au
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Your flyers personally delivered to every
Office Reception Desk in Norwest Business Park
and Macquarie Business Park
+ Lane Cove West

Norwest Business Park
$480 + GST per run
($450 + GST per additional flyer)
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BiziNet Pty Ltd
fdg@flyerdeliveryguys.com.au
www.flyerdeliveryguys.com.au
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Macquarie Business Park +
Lane Cove West
$480 + GST per run

($450 + GST per additional flyer)
Please contact Daniel

1300 889 132

